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Sharon:

Do you know what loyalty cards are?
Yes. I know.

Sharon:

So how many do you have?

v 1* v *;* *;' -;: •

I have never. [Laughs]

Sharon:

None?
I have never buy the lottery.
$

Sharon:

No, not lottery.
Not lottery?

Sharon:

Loyalty.

:;::;::.'::;::,'::;:.

Loyalty card?

Sharon:

Yeah.

:[: :'t: :[::[: :\: :\: ,

I don't know, I'm sorry, I misunderstood.

Sharon:

That's okay.

*******

Yeah, yeah, yeah.

Sharon:

So we need to, let's just, let's just break this point. Remember to confirm.

:]::[: :]::',::]::',: .

Yeah, please.

Sharon:

So, a loyalty card is kind of like a point card. It is a point card. So for example, one
of the loyalty card that I use the most is my airline loyalty card for—

:j: sf: s}: sj: % >j:,

I see, I see. I have a lot.

Sharon:

You have a lot. Okay. Which ones do you use most?

:;::;::;::;::;-.:;:.

Sharon:
:;.- :|: :|: :|: :j: :|: ,

Department store, airline and website.
Website, which website?
In Japan, Rakuten in websites are Rakuten we, we, a lot of Japanese buy the Rakuten
means the website is not really shop, so Rakuten, then a lot of shop website in
/

f3fc&ft*z
Rakuten website. =? STAT£M6rJT
Sharon: Right, so kind of like individual sellers who use Rakuten to sell their products.
>k sfc ife 3fc sk #«

Yes, and then we can earn the point from Rakuten shop even we bought another
shop. ^STPrt£*A&MT

Sharon:

As long as you buy it on Rakuten.

:|: :|: :|: :|: :|: :|: .

Yeah. We can use the point to every shops in Rakuten Website. ^STPiT&^AP-^

Sharon:

Okay, I see. So you use Rakuten a lot.
Yeah, sometimes.

Sharon:

Sometimes.

Yes. =*> 2zZ- A^JUt dU ^ jw?. 3t T=u <F $9 f V^Z^£ J$) <
Sharon:

And what else?

scj s:j:■:$
::s£^•

In latest days, I have a lot of website point from the massage shop or, yes.

Sharon:

So you use that, yeah. Why do you think companies create loyalty programs?

:■:^:■:%%%

I

Sharon:

I think, if similar kind of shop, I can't find similar kind of shops, at first, I earned the
point one shops. I tried to the point on that shop, that's why, how can I say, loyalty.
T h a t l o y a l t y. , < £ ^ ' * ^ ^ / ^ ^ ? g ^ ^ t p s _ ^
That loyalty L-&1^/
Customers feel loyalty to first shopand they will continue to buy on the same shops
to earn the point, and they use. That's why, I think.

Sharon:

Yeah, so remember as we're having this discussion, remember to engage me in the J/ »/» O
discussion. So, I mean, don't just kind of answer my questions, but also ask me ^ t
questions. Engage me into the discussion. o/*)^
I M Z - T Q c o p ! 2 # j > - : & f E \ z ^ X S l■& & & f e i L c

Engagement, so you mean jtfiat we try to discuss about engagement. 'r^(Sharon:

No, I mean, remember when you talked to Mr. Otsuka last time?
[Grunts]

Sharon:

And he said that you should constantly engage me in the conversation.
Yes, okay.

Sharon:

So, instead of kind of I ask, you answer, nothing, I ask, you answer, I ask, you
answer, that's not a conversation. Well, it is, but it's not the kind we want to have.

Okay, I'll try to.
Sharon:

So keep that in mind.
Okay.

Sharon:

So, let's go back to the discussion. I'm gonna start again, so, how many loyalty cards
do you have.
I can't count. I have a lot. 10? Yeah, about 10 cards.
[Silence]

#*#***.

Sorry?

Sharon:

Now, you should ask something like, "Well how about you? How many do you
have?" So let's try again. Okay, so-

:;::;::;::;:;;::;:,

Okay.

Sharon:

So

4>

f

u\.*&n*izpT?:

% ^5 si: :jc >j« s|e .

Sharon:

No, no, so, what loyalty cards do you have?

% % :js ^ H5 ^ •

I have about 10 cards, how about you?

Sharon:

I also have probably about 10. But, probably, I think that I actively use about 4 or 5.

:$; % ;J: ^ % sfc •

Sharon:

Howahoutyou?

:(: % sj: % 4s H5 •

Yeah, same as me. So, what kind of card do you have? { \ &&tr* ^j^7 , ^ ^ ^-j-

Sharon:

You know, the ones that I use most often are both—

Sharon:

—my United Airlines. I don't travel that much, but my credit card also give me points
toJJnited. So it's that one. I use a loyalty card at the supermarket.

Sharon:

That gives me special prices on things.

>^=

^-Ofr^*

.
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Oh, really? Same as in Japan.
Sharon:

It is?

0

Yes. Yes. Sometimes, we have, if people have a loyalty card, sometimes we get
discounts from the shop.
Sharon:

And if you don't have the loyalty card, then you cannot get the discount.

*******

Sorry? Pardon please^ &W* (2-')§t?frt<j-K. y. > >TlU \

Sharon:

So, if you do not have the loyaltypcard fronvthat shop, men you cannot get the
discount?
Yes, I can buy the, how can I say, the official price.

Sharon:

Regular price.

^: ^c ij: >H % % •

Regular price. And if we will pay the ¥100 or ¥200, we can get the discount
¥500 or somethingryThat's right. A lot of people will make the loyalty

Sharon:

Yeah, sometimes, especially my supermarket, but also, I use my points on airlines a
lot, so I don't buy airline tickets.

^S
5
JS
J%♦H
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Rea,ly? ^Gs*v[$<Jm&&^*5.

Sharon:

Sometimes, I do. Yeah, but also if I'm going someplace in the US, I just use points.

^: ^: ^: sf: 4= 4= •

That mean), if you, you and the airline mile, you can use a point in the supermarket?

Sharon:

No, I mean, I can, when I buy something with my credit card in the supermarket,
then I get airline miles for that.
I see, I see.

Sharon:

Because of my credit card.

:;::;::;::;::;::;:,

Yeah, I have JAL card same as you.

Sharon:

So those add up. Right? Eventually you can take a free flight or something. Do you
think that companies make money off the loyalty programs? Do you think that they
would benefit?
For company?

Sharon:

Yeah.

0^Y Qo>ou (

mean, for company, how can, what kind of benefit do company get?
Sharon:

Yes. That's it.
So, that, I, in my idea, that company try to, how can I say, customer feel the loyalty
to the company, they will continue to buy or get the service. That's why, that is the

\0X Goopf
benefit for the company, I think. What do you think?
Sharon:

I agree. I mean, it's, they always say, in marketing, it's much easier, and much
cheaper to keep a customer than to get a new customer.
Yes, I think so.

Sharon:

So, I think from that stand point, they are beneficial for companies.

Yeah. ^gfiy £OQp /
Sharon:

But, it^'very important that the companies design effective programs.

sjc sf: >H % ♦ ^ ■

You mear^the, design the system or earning the point? - q ^_ / w \?L ct-^l n y y \ \

Sharon:

Right, that's what I mean. Yeah. So, for example, there was a car wash , ^/€^*^cn^M.^^

%. %. % sj: sjs H:.

Sharon:

Car wash. What does a car wash mean?

( t oisoa' co'mpany,
T C Xaibusiness
T - . where you go and wash your car.
A car^wash

5js ^; 4s H5 H5 H! •

I see

Sharon:

So they just wash your car for you. So, and this is just a local business. But they had
a loyalty program, and they did an experiment to try to figure out what type of
loyalty program would be most effective.
You mean,) they have the good way to have, to display, they will-reeomm^nd the
loyalty program?

Sharon:

Right, well, they had 2 different loyalty programs, and they wanted to see which
loyalty program was best. So they did kind of an experiment.

%■%fJ%:■:H
1•

[Grunts] =$ D3 ! QjJ. B^JU^e^t .... Of- . _... ^V- ^ &

Sharon:

And they gave customers, there were a total of 300 customers. " w-l-v ' /
300 customers, that customer is a provide loyalty program?

Sharon:

Right, they all are members of the loyalty program.

sj: 4: % =H % H1 •

I see.

Sharon:

And then, but half of those customers received a card that said, "Everytime they
bought a car wash, their loyalty card would be stamped"
I see.

Sharon:

And after they get 8 stamps, they get a free car wash.

s)s s(: % H5 ♦ ♦ •

Sharon:

Have you ever used that type of loyalty card?
Ye s . Ye s , s o c o f f e e s h o p i n m y c o m p a n y . . /

Sharon:
*******

That's it. We bought 20 cups of coffee. We will get the free.

Sharon:

Right. Cafes use this system a lot. 20 cups is a lot. The one that I use is 8. [Laughs]
8. Our company's coffee shop is 20.

Sharon:
-;**;■»' •!'*i' J'* ■

Sharon:

And also, one other thing with the coffee shop I use it, there is 1 card for if you bring
your own cup, and it's cheaper if you bring your own cup than if they give you a cup.
Yes, same as our company's—
Oh, good. I'm glad. Because I always cany my own cup. Anyway—
1 get that 2 points.

Sharon:

2 points?

:;::,'::;::;::;::;:.

Yeah, 2 points from if we bring that cup

Sharon:

Oh, wow.
My own cup.

Sharon:

That's much better.

^c ;js % ^c ;fc $z,

Yes. So, that means that if we buy 10 cups of coffee by our own cups, so we can get
free.

Sharon:

Wow. Because here, I think you can get 20 cents or 10 cents of discount, or
something. It's not so much. But anyway, okay, so then, back to this car wash. Half
of them got that 8, the 8 stamps that are required. The other half received a card that
said, "10 stamps were required to receive a free car wash, but it already had 2
stamps." »\j&>( $©(U? / SWfi^&L^. ^f".

ije :js :{: :£ :j« ^:,

Sharon:

What's the difference? So, first one, is the 8 car wash in a, afte^-tftaTTTnBe^-and
second one, first they got 2 stamps already, and then 8 free? - /) ~~)
Exactly. 8 stampsTand they get Tfree.
It'sthe/same JJ*Wx $T

Sharon:

V

^^

Same 8 car washes are required for a free one.

**tftf~^*&Z*l.x 'z - y /

Yes
Sharon: Exactly.
Yes. What's the difference?
Sharon:

The only difference, that's the question. I mean, do you think, I mean, both groups
need 8 car washes to get a free one. But do you think there was a difference in terms
of which card was more effective in getting people to go to the car wash?

:;::;:'.;::;::;::;:.

Yeah, now I see. I think the second one is more effective, because, so, first I got the
2 points, so I've already felt loyalty to that car wash company, and continue to go
there. ^ ^TftTSM^MT / So i^tx J^wj MjHrf: ^X^n^c^P \l./6 -

Sharon:

f time
Interesting. So, yeah, they kind m madeJyou feel loyal even ifit was your first
to visit.

QcbV'

&><fL%-^$ffiv m )ft&

Sharon:

Sharon:

You know, I agree. I think that, I didn't think of it from that perspective. But I do
think that, if you, if you already 2 stamps, you'd think that, "Wow, 2 down, 8 to go"
I'm already 20% finished, I only have 80% to go. As opposed to I have 100%> left.
Yes, I see. So, do you have such kind of card?

Sharon:

I do have that kind of card, but I never get free stamps. I always have to buy
something first.

:£ ;j s:j ^c :■: :•;,

Yes. I have this kind of card. First, 5 points. And if I got the 15 points, I can get free,
so I'm not serious to get the free point first.

Sharon:

Oh, hearing that, I do have Sears, a big department store, sometimes they would send
me an e-mail, saying, "You have 5000 bonus points" which is worth $5—

Sharon:

—But I have to go buy something, I have to spend. If I spend you know, $50 within
the next week, I get the 5000 free points.
My goodness, I have to go!

Sharon:

Sometimes, that's the thing. Yeah, sometimes, that's like "Oh maybe, yeah." But if I
need, yeah, so it's actually been effective in my case.
Yes.

Sharon:

But with the car wash, they found the same thing. In the first group, 19% of the

customers went 8 times and they got a free car wash.
**♦♦+(!.

Sharon: But in the second group, 34%) got 8 car washes and a free car wash.
******. Really?
Sharon: Yeah, so it's almostSecond one is less than first one? J^ U*l < £}Oo>p i
Sharon: ~~No, no, more. 19 vs. 34.
******. ^n soriy First one is 90%?
Sharon: 19.
******: 19, sorry, okay I see. 50%o more.
Sharon: Yeah. But it's a lot more. I mean, it's almost double.
******: Yes, it's very, very effective.
Sharon: Yeah, it made a big, an^^s^ms so simple
******,

,/■■'.
Yes. That's a wise
idea, right?

=> 3*2*./ ^4>*>fcJ£'3£&u-i'3"'

Sharon: Yeah. And one otherthirig is'that, the people in the second group, they went, like
they got their car washes in a shorter amount of time.
I see.
Sharon: So they went more often.
******,

[Grunts] They try to earn the point PJUSsJr^^- , J , .

Sharon: I think so, there was kind of motivatio
* * * % sf: *,

Yeah, I see. Oh my goodness.

Sharon: Yeah, so can you think of, as a customer, can you think of any disadvantages of all
these loyalty programs everywhere?
Sorry? So you mean that, what is the desired advantage for—
S h a r o n : Ye s .
So, in Japan, if a personal data is very difficult to keep in each company. So if they
gave to the customer loyalty card, they have to control personal data, customer's

% C ''(fads ^n^^>-g /fr^<fftifa£U ^^f^MLt^M^-T^.

2 \ ^ & y f a & V 7 ^ 1 * ^ & ^ l ® t y i ^ ^ z ff i r t L - f c u r f o
personal data
Sharon:

Yes.

******.

So it's very difficult and, pay attention, that's right. These are the disadvantages, I
think

Sharon:

For the company?

******.

For the company.

Sharon:

Yeah. I would agree, that there are kind of obligations. What about disadvantages to
the customers?
Oh, waste of the money. [Laugh] STp^M&SCj (POy^% UpiA ^Un^ && /

Sharon:

[Laugh] An incentive to spend, right? ^ J*A^f^>^ I

******.

Spend a lot of money, so that wnT mean, so if I got the e-mail, in one minute, you can
pay ¥5000, so you can get the point or something.

Sharon:

Right, so forces you to.

mx~1*Hz£?rz2£.(

*;: ;;; *;; •',' *;; :i" •

Yes, be careful.

Sharon:

Yeah, I agree. That's another kind of, that's. But one other a couple of other things,
though, that a company knows more about us now. For example, the supermarket.
They, I mean they knew before, I guess, anyway. But they know what I buy, when
they buy it. I feel that they know a lot. So, just the data that we are giving to them.

******.

Yes.

Sharon:

I don't use a smartphone, so in that way, maybe I am kind of, I don't give as much, I
don't carry around anything like that. Companies don't know where I am.

$:%%:%:%%,

You mean, the company knows a lot of your personal data. Which kind of food you
like, or something.

Sharon:

Yeah, which doesn't, I mean, for a supermarket, I don't really care. But in other
areas, it could easily—

******,

Yes, yes, yes. Be careful.

Sharon:

And that's not why I don't use a smartphone, I don't need a smartphone, that's why I
don't use one. But, the other thing is that, so many different passwords. So many to
remember, right?

Sharon:

So many to remember, right?
;:

Sorry?

?

Sharon:

So many different passwords to remember.

^ :}: ^c s{c $z %:,

Yes.

Sharon:

Right?

******,

Passports. F? G)OOp /

Sharon:

Passwords

******,

Password. Yes. It's very difficult to remember.

Sharon:

Right. Because some have to be 4, some have to be 8, some have to have numbers,
some have to have capital. You know, they all have different rules.

******,

Yes, yes, yes. And sometimes, that company said, "You have to change once a

Sharon:

Yes.

:,: :,: :,: :•: ::::;: .

month or something?"

Sharon:

That's even worse. [Laughs]

******.

Yes, you kind of control.

Sharon:

Right, yeah. It's worse. Anyway, but we save money, I guess, sort of.

;Jc % ^c ;•: ;J; % ,

Yes.

Sharon:

Any questions about anything?

ilfjft
mean...T^^^[Z\lJiX^Xi^(D^\^^XirU !
Loyalty Cards <=> Lottery Cards
Password <=> Passport
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to

"Do you agree with me?"
"What do you think?"

&&Btmx< 5J:5^fttJ^iV^T?i-*i€ bkft—mn^X&fo-tZ<OT*ftl3:<*
Sharon #^>oTV^6 J: 5 I- ifA^^lWH LTfl^TV^ fcV»"Oi-jfao
SC^)*ftfc "..., right?" ^ "..., isn't it?" SrO^tSfffttffc Statement MdS Conversational

gfr 0*1-0

3. ^io^<^am^5^:5^^to 9^<t^p^.ii*T^^i/^mo/c^
"Do you know what I mean?"
"Does this make sense?"
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